Optimize Your Parcel Operations

“Transportation
Insight has helped
us realize significant
parcel savings over
the past few years.
Due to their proven
track record and
proactive service,
we recently decided
to add freight
optimization into
our service mix.
Transportation
Insight has helped
us collect above and
beyond the savings
we anticipated. We
couldn’t be happier.”
– Controller, Wholesale
Clothing Distributor

Large volume parcel shippers generally have a significant transportation budget. This spend, however,
often goes unmonitored just because of the sheer amount of paperwork required to track invoices and
payments. Not optimizing and auditing your parcel operations can lead to a storm of potential risks, from
non-compliance to multiple payments of the same invoice to someone fraudulently using your account
numbers for their own benefit. It takes a team of parcel logistics experts – and total visibility across your
transportation operations – to mitigate these risks.
Best practices for optimizing your parcel operations requires a “diagnose first, prescribe later” approach to
design best-in-class parcel logistics programs that maximize service levels with minimum disruption. Three
steps are involved in the optimization process:
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Solutions Assessment: Review your current state and clearly identify your financial goals,
customer service needs and logistics requirements.
Program Analysis and Design: Leverage industry knowledge and proprietary technology to
carefully analyze all aspects of your parcel program.
Implementation: Once design is complete, manage RFPs and optimize your platform to best
meet customers’ needs.

Best practices for auditing your parcel operations require visibility into your supply chain, diligent data
collection and smart analysis. Transportation Insight collects more than 120 data points from parcel invoices
to uncover duplicate charges, guaranteed service refunds, manifested not shipped, lost and damaged
packages, declared value and more.
Rigorous parcel audit compliance services will assess invoices to the penny against client contracts to match
program costs with services rendered. Auditing every invoice takes a tremendous amount of administrative
effort; not auditing invoices leaves money on the table. Auditing with a provider that is SSAE16 Type II
compliant means complex invoices are inspected and unraveled for both national and regional carriers.

OPTIMIZE YOUR PARCEL OPERATIONS

One of the world’s leading providers of office products relies on our
auditing capabilities to help keep parcel shipping costs down. Our
innovative invoice and service audits have saved them over $6 million
in 10 years, and our compliance audits have helped them gain control
over parcel shipping expenses by closing dormant carrier accounts,
discovering fraudulent charges and identifying a voiding shipment that
was costing them $500,000/year in overage charges.

Using collected data, you can model what-if scenarios to enhance programs for current strategies and
future goals. These scenarios can address mode optimization, split shipment assessment, routing analysis,
distribution center alignment and site selection analysis, mergers and acquisitions analysis, fulfillment
models and regional carrier analysis. The result is a parcel program closely aligned with business goals
grounded on fact-based analytics, robust audits and industry expertise.
Leveraging a 3PL like Transportation Insight with an Enterprise Logistics solution to build a tightly engineered
parcel program supports growth of your business, keeps customers happy, streamlines operations and adds
a competitive edge.
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About Transportation Insight
Transportation Insight is a global Enterprise Logistics Provider of customized, multi-modal supply chain services. We help manufacturers,
distributors and retailers maximize profits, enhance customer service, reduce cycle times and increase supply chain visibility.
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